
 

 
List of PP+ Call for Inputs Questions ref. Code of Practice (12th Edition) Review 
 
 
Q.1: Do you agree with our overall approach to this Code review? If not, why not?  
 
Mobjizz agrees with the overall approach and considerations. Please find below our comments in response 
to the specific areas covered within this document. 
 
 
Q.2.Is there anything else we should be considering? 
 
Please refer to our response to Q5. 
 
 
Q.3.Have we considered all implications of Ofcom’s proposed NGCS changes on the Code of 
Practice? If no, please detail what we may have overlooked.  
 
 
Q.4. In light of new service charge caps being introduced on the 09 number ranges, what views and 
evidence do you have around the application and level of spending caps to certain PRS services to 
protect consumers? 
 
Mobjizz agrees that maximum spending caps should be in place for services which are particularly 
attractive to children as it is acknowledged that these users are less likely to fully comprehend the costs 
associated with PR services, however with regards to sexual entertainment services we believe there 
should be a limit as to how much responsibility is taken on behalf of the consumer and at what point they, 
as responsible adults, should be accountable for the products/services they choose to consume.  
 
Simply because a service is provided electronically and is intangible does not warrant the application of 
spending caps and forced release. We note Phonepays comments that such services may be additive in 
nature, however this could, in essence, be applied to any product or service ‘consumed’ by a user - 
tangible or not.   
 
The code outcomes already stipulate that pricing must be proximate and prominent for consumers prior to 
the service being consumed. Additionally, providers are now required to have an auditable proof of consent 
to demonstrate the user’s instigation and consent to charges. Moreover spend reminder are a requirement 
for these kind of services for the purpose of keeping the user abreast with their spending. If these 
outcomes are being met then Mobjizz feels it is inappropriate for Phonepay to dictate at which point 
consumers are capped when using services. 
 
Evidently providers should have internal monitoring systems in place to identify consumers who may be 
excessively consuming services; however this should be down to the provider to monitor and take the 
necessary actions to ensure consumers are aware of their spending habits as/when any such issues arise. 
 
Ultimately, the providers and regulators responsibility falls on ensuring that pricing for premium services is 
transparent and does not mislead, it should not however be extended/used as a means to control/restrict 
consumer purchase and spending habits within the digital environment.  
 
  
Q5. Are there areas or provisions within the Code that are not fit for new market innovations and 
emerging trends that we have not identified in this document?  
 
As per our response to the consultation on Digital Marketing, Mobjizz still believes that there should be 
more in place to prevent rogue affiliates from operating within the industry, without the sole responsibility 
falling on the L2s. We acknowledge that affiliates do not fall within the remit of Phonepay however given 
their significant role in the marketplace, we feel strongly that the current processes do not support the 



 

‘polluter pays’ policy that Phonepay is aiming to achieve. We believe more consideration is required 
surrounding this area and that it is neither sustainable nor viable for L2s to be wholly accountable for these 
parties.  
 
 
Q6. Do you agree with our overall approach to continue to make the Code even less prescriptive 
and increasingly outcomes- based? Do you agree with our approach to the issues we have 
identified?  
 
Complaints Handling 
Mobjizz ltd agrees that Rules 2.6.2. and 2.2.1(a) should be updated in line with changing consumer 
preferences and behaviour patterns. Specifically Mobjizz feels that many of its customers are discouraged 
from making contact with its Customer Care team specifically because a careline number, as per the code, 
is stipulated the main source of contact. 
 
In particular Mobjizz ltd believes that customers of its services (which are adult in nature) wish to resolve 
queries as quickly as discreetly as possible and that an email address provides a much simpler and easier 
solution for doing this. Mobjizz believes that by increasing flexibility over the method of contact required 
many more customers will be encouraged to contact its support team and as such recognises the benefits 
of change as follows: 
 

- Consumers are able to deal with queries during work hours. Due to the sensitive nature of our 
services, we are aware that many consumers will only contact L2 providers like Mobjizz out of 
office hours as they do not wish to discuss the services around colleagues/at work. As providers 
are only required to provide support during business hours, we believe many consumers do not get 
a resolution and instead revert to the L1 or PP+ for a resolve. Whilst Mobjizz has extended its own 
CS hours to cover evenings and weekends to counteract this issue, we believe this would benefit 
the industry as a whole if more customers contacted L2s during working hours. 

- Consumers have a documented and auditable chain of interaction. Currently if a consumer makes 
a phone call, it is only the L2 that has a record of the discussions. We believe many consumers 
feel more comfortable if their query is documented and they have a written confirmation of their 
discussions – clearly an email is apt for serving this function. 

- Email contact is free. Whilst the guidelines specify that CS lines cannot carry a premium charge, 
we believe there is still an associated stigma with calling any number which is not directly known to 
the consumer. Additionally whilst careline numbers are typically low cost/free for landline callers, a 
higher charge is still applied if the user calls from their mobile handset. As many consumers only 
use mobile phones we believe many users are discouraged from calling the L2 to resolve their 
query as it will involve a higher charge. Oppositely with an email contact consumers are more likely 
to feel safe in the knowledge that they will not incur any charge for making contact. 

- It is faster and more convenient. Many of the consumers who contact our CS team merely do so as 
they wish to have their number removed from future services. Mobjizz recognises that consumers 
may be reluctant to SMS stop to a shortcode and that calling a number to be removed may seem 
too time consuming and laborious. Oppositely sending an email is quick, and easy.  

- Consumers can get an instant feedback. Unlike automated IVR systems which can be difficult to 
navigate through, consumers can receive instant auto replies, which can provide a greater volume 
of information to the customer should they contact teams out of hours. 

 
In summary, Mobjizz firmly believes that the code should be extended to incorporate alternative means of 
contact, specifically the acknowledgement that an email address is a viable method of primary contact. 
Whilst we recognise that some consumers will always wish to speak to live agents directly, and that 
providers should continue to cater for this, we feel that many consumers/providers would benefit if the code 
was not prescriptive over the contact information/method providers are obliged to give their consumers 
initially. We believe that as long as consumers are able to make contact and have their queries resolved 
within a reasonable time, the method of contact used is somewhat irrelevant. 
 
 
 



 

Registration 
Mobjizz agrees that the rules regarding registration exemptions should be amended so that such 
exemptions are only granted as/when they are appropriate and that it is not always relevant to apply a 
blanket exemption approach towards entire categories of services. 
 
Cumulative Spending Caps 
As per our response to Q4 Mobjizz fully supports the use of spending caps, within services which are 
particularly attractive to children. 
 
 
Q 7. Do you agree with our proposal to review the Track 1 and Track 2 procedures? Do you have 
any further suggestions as to how PhonepayPlus might amend them to reflect current usage, 
ensure consumer protection and optimise the principle of polluter pays?  
 
Investigations Processes 
Mobjizz supports the review of the Track 1 and Track 2 procedures – particularly in relation to the 
consideration of extending the flexibility and remit of the T1 so that it can cater a wider range of issues, 
where little or no harm is identified, without the requirement of escalating the case to a full T2. 
 
In conjunction with this and the complexities raised by Phonepay in this document, Mobjizz agrees that a 
review of the current tri-level T1, T2 & EP investigation process is required. 
 
It is in our opinion unclear when exactly each stage of the investigation process should apply in terms of an 
alleged breach.  The code should be clearer in defining how PPP would establish if the apparent breach of 
the code has caused little or no harm. In turn it should be very clear what is defined as an alleged breach 
for which Track 2 is applicable and when the alleged breach is serious enough to grant the use of an 
Emergency Procedure. 
 
The current code of practice merely refers to breaches that have caused little or no harm or that are serious 
breaches. It does not explain which breaches are serious or not and also does not explain how the scale of 
consumer harm is measured. 
 
Under the current procedures, the EP appears to the only method whereby cases are dealt with in a prompt 
and swift manner. Oppositely in instances whereby a T2 is issued, it is recognised that the time from the 
initial investigation to the final Tribunal outcome is often considerable in time.  
 
Mobjizz recognises that Phonepay has increasingly applied withhold revenue directions during the initial T2 
procedures, prior to Tribunals taking place and prior to breaches being determined. Consequently providers 
are effectively sanctioned prior to being found in breach of the code, yet are subjected to a longer process 
than through the issue of an EP. 
 
Whilst we acknowledge that not all cases warrant an EP to be issued, Mobjizz feels it is important to stress 
how damaging an incorrectly applied withhold can be on business practices and operation.  
 
Furthermore we believe it is unfair to enforce a withhold procedure   prior to a tribunal concluding that a 
breach of the code has actually occurred. By withholding monies during a Track 2 procedure, Phonepay 
are unduly penalising a provider whom may, at a later stage, be found innocent.  
 
Effectively as it stands PhonePay has the option to achieve the same results of an EP utilising a Track 2 
procedure, when there are not enough reasons for an EP to be applied. 
 
Whilst we recognise that some providers may not be in a position to pay the fine following an identified 
breach, this does not warrant the application of a revenue withhold under the current T2 process 
timescales, especially if the alleged breach could have been remedied swiftly by the L2. 
 
In addition withhold of revenue merely satisfy the need to collect a potential fine and recuperate 
administration costs, but we fail to see how it achieves the effect of eradicating future consumer harm. 



 

 
In light of these issues, we welcome the notion of an Expedited T2 process, not only for the purposes of 
resolving issues as promptly as possible (Mobjizz fully agrees that it is against the interests of the 
consumer for Phonepay to be aware/concerned of possible issues but to not inform the L2 for up to 10 
weeks regarding these concerns), but also to ensure that should a revenue withhold be required, for the 
purpose of guaranteeing a fine collection, this is fully justified and that providers who, at that time, have not 
been found in breach are not unreasonably penalised.  
 
In addition should a withhold option continued to be available under a Track 2 procedure, the size of any 
potential withhold should be reasonable and in line with the estimated administration/legal costs, size of 
alleged consumer harm and potential sanctions. It would be severely unfair to withhold hundreds of pounds 
from a provider for a breach that warrants a small fine and a potential consumer harm of none or very little 
value. 
 
Should Phonepay decide that no changes to the current process are required we would argue that any 
concerns by the Investigations Team are either serious enough to warrant the use of the EP or not, and if 
so, should be handled as swiftly as possible under EP procedures. If the issues raised by the investigations 
team are not significant enough to justify the use of the EP then providers should be entitled to a fair 
tribunal prior to ANY sanctions being imposed whether implied or not. 
 
Finally, whilst we support the notion that less severe cases should also be handled more promptly and at a 
lower cost than those whereby extreme consumer harm has occurred, we question whether it is ‘fair’ for a 
single party to be responsible for determining sanctions within a case.  
 
In conjunction with this, Mobjizz holds some reservations towards the overall Tribunal process. Specifically 
as Tribunal members are rotated infrequently they cannot, for these reasons remain unbiased towards 
providers who have operated within the industry over a prolonged period of time. Consequently, Mobjizz 
has some concerned that should providers attend Tribunal hearings on more than one occasion, panel 
members may be inclined to adopt different perspectives/views on a case, in response to preconceptions 
they may have developed about the L2 following previous hearings and outcomes. 
 
We would therefore welcome some changes in the Tribunal hearing process and the way in which panel 
members are allocated towards particular cases – specifically we feel that panel members should not be 
involved in more than one case against a particular L2 within any 18 month period. 
 
 
Q.8. Do you agree with our general approach under the enforcement and technical review theme? 
Do you have any comments on the areas for consideration that we have identified? Are there 
potential amendments that we should consider but have not? If so, please detail the issue and 
provide relevant information if available.  
 
Sanctions 
Where general refunds have been applied as a sanction, Mobjizz supports the proposal for L2s to contact 
complainants directly. We also support the proposed flexibility towards universal refunds being applicable 
to certain user groups. 
 
Whilst we do not have any specific opinions on the enforcement and technical review (aside from those 
mentioned previously) we look forward to receiving further feedback on the suggested code amendments; 
specifically the criteria that will be used to determine the right to apply for an Oral Hearing. 
 
 
Q9. Do you agree with the issues we are considering as part of the polluter pays theme? Are there 
any areas that we have missed?  

 
Mobjizz supports the polluter pays theme, however as outlined throughout this document, we recognise two 
main areas which we feel require further consideration from Phonepay in relation to this: 
 



 

1. Appropriate Application of the Revenue Withhold Direction 
To reiterate from our response to Q7 Mobjizz feels that under the current timescales of the T2 
procedure, it is unreasonable to enforce a withhold revenue direction on a party, who for all intents 
and purposes may be innocent and as such would be unduly penalised by such a direction. 
 

2. The Responsibility of Affiliate Marketing Practices  
We acknowledge and support the polluter pays theme, however the exclusion of affiliate marketers 
from the value chain may incentivise rogue affiliates to operate under the protection of the L2 
liability thus conflicting with the outcomes of this theme. 

 
We do not however, object to the hearing cap for tribunals being increased on the provision that they can 
be justified and are not seen to be excessive or exaggerated in light of the proceedings that have taken 
place. 

  


